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Abstract 

Background and objectives: To extend work careers, it is important to focus on all working-aged 

people, including young adults. However, there is little knowledge about the stability of early careers 

and its life course social and health-related determinants. The aim of this study is to identify what 

kind of typical patterns of work participation and transitions between different statuses can be 

identified among young adults after their first entry into the labour market, and to examine whether 

the timing of entry together with parental and own socioeconomic position and health predict early 

work participation patterns. 

Methods: We used the Finnish Birth Cohort 1987 including data from several registers from all 

59,476 children born in 1987 as well as their parents, followed until the end of 2015. We created 

sequences of monthly work participation statuses starting from the calendar month when a cohort 

member had their first at least six-month long spell in employment or entrepreneurship. Work 

participation statuses (8 categories) were collected for 60 months or until the end of the follow-up. We 

included altogether 51,871 individuals with an entry into paid employment, who could be followed 

for at least 12 subsequent months. Parental social and health-related covariates were included from 

national registers. We used first sequence analysis and cluster analysis to identify latent groups of 

individuals with similar work participation patterns. Next, we estimated a mixture Markov model that 

allows for identification of latent classes of labour market attachment, estimation of labour market 



transitions within classes, and prediction of class membership using childhood social and health-

related determinants. 

 

Results: We observed that entry into the labour market as measured by six months in continuous 

employment was not a permanent entry for many, not only due to unemployment and health-related 

exits but also due to studies and parental leave. During the first five years, we observed a fairly linear 

relationship between the age at entry and early work participation pattern: individuals entering the 

labour market at a later age were more likely to be in continuous employment thereafter (all else 

equal). Regarding both own and parental social- and health-related childhood factors, latent classes 

show clear patterns of accumulated advantage and disadvantage: more advantaged background 

predicted exits due to studies or – when following a late entry – stable employment, while 

disadvantaged background factors predicted more unstable work and long-term exits from the labour 

market. 

 

Conclusions: There are varied work participation patterns and transitions between employment 

statuses among young employees. More in-depth understanding of these patterns and their 

determinants is important to plan targeted interventions and to promote more stable work participation 

among young adults. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
Due to fallen birth rates in many countries, and increased life expectancy, the proportion of people in 

the workforce has dramatically declined. Working life expectancy has also been increasing but 

remains relatively short1. Many studies focus on the older employees and their routes of early exit or 

risk factors of disability retirement. However, it is equally crucial to gain new information about entry 

into paid employment and the stability of early working life. For example, it is important to pinpoint 

risk groups of unstable working life as early as possible, and target their determinants. 

In young adults’ lives, entry into paid employment is an important transition, which can be shaped by 

contextual factors, such as age at entry. For example, exposure to physically heavy work or 

psychosocial stress could be linked to more adverse outcomes during sensitive periods. Accordingly, 

an earlier birth cohort study showed that socioeconomic background and unhealthy lifestyle are linked 

to early entry into paid employment and also to a lower occupational class in the first job2. 

Additionally, a recent study showed that early entry into paid employment as well as physical 

heaviness of work in young adulthood shape the development of  unhealthy behaviours and obesity in 

the long run3. Hence, the timing of entry could be shaped by both parental and own socioeconomic 

position and health, further contributing to subsequent health and the stability of work participation 

later on. However, it remains unclear how the timing of entry into paid employment is linked to 

different labour market transitions such as unemployment during early careers and particularly the 

stability of employment. For example, it is unclear whether the effect of timing is linear or nonlinear 



in that both an early and also a very late transition would predict lower labour market attachment. 

Furthermore, it is unclear how the accumulation of different life-course social and health-related 

factors are associated with the transitions between different employment statuses in young employees.  

Labour market statistics show that proportions of those 25 years or younger, as those for 55 years or 

older in the workforce have remained much lower as compared to midlife groups4,5. Thus, there is a 

need to extend work careers by focusing on the determinants of work participation patterns among 

young employees particularly, as among all the working aged. Reasons for unstable work 

participation and spells of non-employment could further be attributable to early risk factors that have 

a long latency. Such factors could originate already from childhood, e.g. be linked to both parental 

and own socioeconomic position and health. Particularly social disadvantage and early mental 

disorders of parents and the offspring have been linked to both work disability and long-term 

unemployment of young adults2,6. As mental disorders increase already among young adults, even 

before entering paid employment, they need to be considered when focusing on work participation 

among young adults7–9. Accordingly, recent studies using register data from Sweden have shown that 

among mental disorders, e.g. neurodevelopmental disorders are typically diagnosed young, and are 

strongly associated with subsequent work disability10 and unemployment trajectories11. Additionally, 

a substantial part of early exit from paid employment is attributable to these disorders, thus the 

associations can be bidirectional with early ill health predicting unstable work participation, and 

similarly non-employment is a cause for ill health later on12–14. 

Early detection of modifiable risk factors of unstable work participation patterns is crucial. However, 

there is limited knowledge about the factors contributing to the opportunities of e.g. disabled to enter 

the labour market and continue working15. Moreover, most studies focus on one exit type, or time to 

exit e.g. work disability having dichotomous outcomes. Such approaches fail to consider different 

statuses and transitions between statuses that more comprehensively describe the true development of 

work participation. Thus, young adults are unlikely a homogeneous group, even when they belong to 

the same birth cohort, and failure to consider different actual patterns of work participation patterns, 

provide a rather limited picture of such patterns in young adulthood. 

To sum, more evidence is needed, what are the paths to entry and exit in young adulthood, what kind 

of work participation patterns can be identified, transitions between different statuses, and what the 

determinants of different work participation patterns are. Importance of such life course approaches 

including childhood factors has been also stressed elsewhere16,17. 

We use sequence analysis and mixture Markov models to analyse trajectories of monthly work 

participation statuses. The most important benefit of this approach is its holistic perspective: rather 

than focusing on specific events or transitions this approach sheds light on the entire trajectory of 

work participation as it is. Sequence analysis has been increasingly used to study the sequencing of 

life events and other longitudinal phenomena, including labour market participation, family 

formation, and health18–21. Using mixture Markov models for such data allows us to identify typical 

patterns between and dynamics within individual trajectories as well as to study the association 

between predictors and different types of patterns22. 

A key hypothesis of this study is that among a birth cohort, there are latent groups of work 

participation that have different social and health-related determinants that can shorten working life 

duration and lead to unstable early careers due to e.g. health-related absences and unemployment. 

Furthermore, it is hypothesised that young adults who enter the labour market earlier, have more 

unstable work participation, which could be explained by their more disadvantaged social background 



and health-related factors. Such early entry is more likely for those with no or short education, and 

entering to more manual work with adverse exposures. Thus, individuals who enter the labour market 

early are hypothesised to have less and shorter periods of sustained work participation as compared to 

those who begin their working life later, after longer education. 

Using register data comprising an entire birth cohort and a flexible person-oriented mixture Markov 

modelling approach, the study therefore aims to first examine what kind of work participation patterns 

can be identified among young adults in their early careers, and second, how parental and own 

socioeconomic factors and health as well as age at entry into the labour market jointly determine such 

patterns. We focus on age at entry in the first long-term period of paid employment, and what kind of 

latent clusters can be identified in subsequent work participation after entry into paid employment and 

how the accumulation of a number of childhood and adolescence social and health-related 

determinants predict different types of work participation patterns depending on the age at entry. 

Additionally, the aim is in the identification of potentially sensitive periods in late adolescence and 

earlier that could indicate a higher risk of more unstable work participation. 

2.  Methods 

 Data and variables 

The Finnish Birth Cohort 1987 (FBC)23,24 includes data from several registers from all children born 

in 1987 as well as their parents (registered mother for all children and registered father for all but 821 

children). The follow-up period for the current study lasts from the perinatal period until December 

2015. In this study, we use data on employment, pensions and other benefits from the Finnish Centre 

for Pension (ETK), study grants, unemployment benefits, and parental leave data from the Social 

Insurance Institution of Finland (Kela), unemployment periods data from the Finnish Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and Employment, social assistance data from the Finnish Institute for Health and 

Welfare (THL), education level and date of death from Statistics Finland, and comprehensive school 

achievement data from the Finnish National Board of Education. All the register datasets were merged 

using personal identification numbers assigned to each Finnish citizen25. More precise information on 

the data and variables can be found on the FBC metadata web page26. 

We created sequences of monthly work participation statuses starting from the calendar month in 

which the individual starts their first six-month long spell in employment or entrepreneurship without 

being in education at the same time (at age 18 the earliest). We recorded the work participation status 

for the first 60 months (5 years) or until the end of the follow-up. We classify the work participation 

statuses into eight categories, presented in Table 1: Work participation statuses and their priority. In a 

case of multiple coincidental statuses, the status with the higher priority was chosen as the 

individual’s monthly status. Unknown status refers to unknown status in the registers, i.e., not being 

in employment, education, or a recipient of a benefit.. 

 

Table 1: Work participation statuses and their priority. In a case of multiple coincidental statuses, the 

status with the higher priority was chosen as the individual’s monthly status. Unknown status refers to 
unknown status in the registers, i.e., not being in employment, education, or a recipient of a benefit. 



Status Priority 

Deceased 1 

Health-related non-attendance 2 

Parental leave 3 

Work and studies 4 

Studies 5 

Work (employment or entrepreneurship) 6 

Unemployed or receiving social assistance 7 

Living with parents, living abroad, or unknown 8 

 
Altogether 59,476 children were born in Finland in 1987. Among them, we only included individuals 

who had had their first recorded, at least one six-month long spell in employment, by the end of the 

follow-up (December 2015), ending up with 54,010 individuals (91% of the cohort). We also 

excluded a small number of individuals due to serious disabilities or longer spells of censoring. First 

of all, we excluded 129 individuals who had deceased by the beginning of 2005 or during a five-year 

follow-up of work participation. Second, we dropped 1329 individuals who had lived abroad for more 

than 12 consecutive months by the end of the follow-up, as changes in their work participation status 

could not be followed using national registers. Furthermore, we dropped 92 individuals for having 

received a diagnosis for an intellectual disability and 116 individuals for receiving disability 

allowance at the middle or highest rate on the beginning of 2005, another 127 individuals who had 

deceased by the beginning of 2005 or during a five-year follow-up of work participation, and finally 

1328 individuals who had lived abroad for more than 12 consecutive months during the follow-up, as 

changes in their work participation status could not be followed using national registers. 

We ended up with 52,344 individuals who had started a six-month work spell (88% of the cohort). Of 

them, 51,871 individuals were followed for at least 12 months after their labour market entry (87% of 

the cohort and 96% of the target population) and 42,770 individuals for full 60 months (72% of the 

cohort and 79% of the target population). See section 3 for more descriptive statistics on the sample 

and the variables. 

The timing of labour market entry was categorized into three categories: 17–18 (28.5% of the sample 

with a work spell of at least 12 months; note that an entry at 17 was very rare), 19–22 (50.5%), and 

23–26 (21.0%). We used this categorized variable to allow for possible nonlinear relationships 

between the timing of entry and the work participation pattern. 

Parental social and health-related covariates included five binary variables. All time-series variables 

were measured until the end of 2004.  

‒ High parental education: whether at least one parent has a tertiary degree.  

‒ Nuclear family: whether the cohort member and parents occupied the same household at the 

end of follow-up.  



‒ Social assistance: whether the family received social assistance. Coded 1 if parents had 

received over 12 months of social assistance in total or at least 7 months in a single year by 

the end of follow-up.  

‒ Teenage mother: whether the mother was a teenager when giving birth to the cohort member.  

‒ Parental psychiatric diagnosis: whether a parent had a psychiatric diagnosis (ICD-9: 290–

319, ICD-10: F00–99). These diagnoses were sampled from Care Register for Health Care 

which includes only specialised health care visits. Inpatient care visits were included in the 

variable formation from 1987 onwards whilst outpatient care visits from 1998 onwards. 

Own social and health-related covariates included five variables:  

‒ Sex.  

‒ Grade point average (GPA): A measure of school success at the end of compulsory school 

around age 16. The grades range from four (lowest) to ten (highest) and the GPA variable is 

coded into six categories 8.50–10.00, 8.00–8.49, 7.50–7.99, 7.00–7.49, 4.00–6.99, or missing. 

The GPA information comes from applications to upper secondary education and is thus only 

available for cohort members that have applied at least once. Most adolescents apply 

immediately after comprehensive school. For this reason, we recorded GPA as missing if the 

student had not applied for further education at all or if their application was delayed (7.8% in 

total).  

‒ Conviction: whether they had been convicted.   

‒ Own teenage pregnancy: whether they gave birth or had an abortion as a teenager.  

‒ Own psychiatric diagnosis: whether the cohort member had a psychiatric diagnosis.  

 Statistical methods 

Sequence analysis (SA) is an exploratory data-driven approach that has become central to the life 

course perspective where it has been used to understand various trajectories and crucial transitions27. 

It is often used for exploratory analysis and increasingly often also used for assessing the covariate-

sequence relationship. For the latter, a two-step approach is typical: first, sequence analysis and 

cluster analysis are used for finding meaningful groups in the data; second, the covariate-sequence 

relationship is assessed by using cluster memberships as a categorical variable (either as a predictor in 

a linear on nonlinear regression model or as an outcome in multinomial regression). This approach, 

however, has been criticized for neglecting the within-cluster variation which could potentially lead to 

biased results if the variation is not small and random28,29. 

Recently, probabilistic modelling of social sequence data has gained increasing interest. Unlike the 

data-mining type approach of SA, probabilistic approaches allow for the use of statistical inference to 

draw conclusions about the quality of the model and the relationship of covariates and sequences. The 

multistate model (MSM) extends the focus of the basic event history model from one event or 

transition to multiple potentially recurring transitions30,31. However, unlike SA, the MSM requires 

making assumptions on the dependence of transitions on time. One commonly used assumption and 

the approach adopted in this paper is the Markov assumption which states that the probability of a 

transition only depends on the current status, not on prior history. Markovian models allow for 

flexible analysis of life course data with multiple life statuses and large number of different 

transitions22,29,32. 



A simple Markov (chain) model for sequence data can be described with using the following notations 

and probabilities: 

‒ 𝑦𝑖𝑡: observation of individual i at time t 

‒ s: state (or status, e.g., employed, studying, unemployed, …) 

‒ 𝜋𝑠: Probability, that a sequence starts in state s (initial probability) 

‒ 𝑎𝑠𝑟: Probability to transition from state s to state r (transition probability) 

We use an extension of the basic model, the mixture Markov model (MMM), which expects that the 

population consists of latent classes (clusters) with varying employment patterns and allows for 

different specifications of initial and transition probabilities between these classes. Each submodel k 

consists of initial probabilities 𝑘𝑠 and transition probabilities 𝑎𝑘𝑠𝑟, with 𝑤𝑘 defining the class 

membership probability for latent class k. The mixture Markov model is similar to the latent class 

model (Han, Liefbroer, & Elzinga, 2017) in that it accounts for unobserved heterogeneity between the 

sequences but is more general as it does not assume conditional independence between time points – 

quite the opposite in fact, as the idea is to estimate transition probabilities from time point to time 

point. 

Covariates can be included in the model to explain class membership probabilities as well as initial 

and transition probabilities. However, allowing the same variable to influence various probabilities 

may hinder a proper interpretation and evaluation of its effect. Therefore, it is common practice to 

relate each covariate to one type of probability only33. We will construct a model where the covariates 

explain class membership probabilities 𝑤𝑘, allowing us to evaluate the relationship between the 

timing of the labour market entry and further work participation and to predict labour market 

participation outcomes using childhood information. 

In practice, the estimation of a complex Markovian model with covariates can be time consuming, 

especially if and typically when we do not know the number of latent classes beforehand34. To 

facilitate the analysis, we used an approach described in Helske, Helske, & Eerola (2016)22 who use 

SA as a preliminary step before estimation of a mixture hidden Markov model.  

 

We chose 10 clusters based on the SA and estimated the MMM for 10 clusters with covariates 

predicting latent class memberships. More detailed information on the estimation process is given in 

Appendix A.   

 Software 

All analyses were conducted with R35. We used the TraMineR package36 for creating the sequences 

and calculating sequence dissimilarities, seqHMM34 for estimation of Markov models and the MMM 

as well as for visualization of the MMM, and ggplot237 for other visualizations. 

3.  Results 

 Descriptive statistics 

We start by showing some descriptive statistics of the data before moving on to the analyses. Error! 

Reference source not found. shows the duration of the follow-up for men and women in the sample 



after their first entry into the labour market as well as the duration of their first at least six-month long 

work episode. We see that for the most of cohort members, the first work spell is fairly short: less than 

two years for the majority of the cohort, while only 20% are continuously employed for four years or 

more. Even if accounting for all work spells, the durations tends to be fairly short, as illustrated in 

Figure B-1 in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 1: The length of the total follow-up after the initial entry into the labour market and the length 
of the first at least 6-month long work spell. 

 
Figure 2 shows the mean time spent in each work participation state. The work status is the most 

prevalent: about 70–78% of all months of the follow-up were spent in work (slightly more for men 

than women). Women have spent more time in parallel work and studies as well as parental leave 

while men have spent more time in the unknown state (living with parents, abroad, or otherwise 

unknown) and in the unemployed or receiving social assistance state. 

 

Figure 2: Mean time spent in each work participation state. The blue colour represents men and 
green represents women, while the dashed line shows the average for everyone. 

 
Table 2 shows the most frequent work participation patterns in the study sample. Continuous work is 

the most frequent pattern, but only a small fraction, 14% of the individuals, were working 



continuously during the first five years after their (first) entry into the labour market. All the other 
patterns are much rarer and tend to be limited to temporary exits from work, most typically due to 

unknown status (which is frequent mainly due to military or non-military service), studying parallel to 

work, or being unemployed. The only permanent exit among the most frequent patterns is exiting due 

to parental leave. The temporal nature of exits from work can also be seen in Figure B-2 in Appendix 
B illustrating the numbers of transitions within individual sequences – even numbers are much more 

common than odd numbers. 

 
Table 2: Most common work participation patterns and their frequencies and proportions in the study 
sample (omitting timing and duration of spells). 

Work participation pattern Frequency Proportion (%) 

Work 7479 14.42 

Work → Unknown → Work 1925 3.71 
Work → Work and studies → Work 1383 2.67 

Work → Health-related non-attendance → Work 1320 2.54 

Work → Unemployed or receiving social assistance → Work 887 1.71 

Work → Work and studies → Work → Work and studies →Work 605 1.17 
Work → Parental leave → Work 550 1.06 

Work → Parental leave 539 1.04 

Other 37183 71.68 

Total 51 871 100 

 
Table 3 shows descriptive statistics of the predictors. We find that 28% of the individuals that had 

entered the labour market during the follow-up were aged 18 or younger and a half were aged 19–22; 

only a fifth had entered at 23–27. Men and women differ in terms of their GPA (higher for women), in 

having had a conviction (more often men), and their own psychiatric diagnosis (more often women). 

Table 3: Descriptive statistics (frequencies and proportions) of categorical variables used in the 

study, for the full sample as well as separated by sex. Missing GPA refers to no or delayed 
application into secondary education. 

 All (N = 51 871) Male (N = 26 480) Female (N = 25391) 

Variable Freq % Freq % Freq % 

Age of entry: 17–18 14803 28.5 7744 29.2 7059 27.8 

Age of entry: 19–22 26190 50.5 13795 52.1 12395 48.8 

Age of entry: 23–27 10878 21.0 4941 18.7 5937 23.4 

GPA: missing 4033 7.8 2529 9.6 1504 5.9 

GPA: 4.00–6.99 13222 25.5 8782 33.2 4440 17.5 

GPA: 7.00–7.49 6831 13.2 3697 14.0 3134 12.3 

GPA: 7.50–7.99 7357 14.2 3702 14.0 3655 14.4 

GPA: 8.00–8.49 7776 15 3520 13.3 4256 16.8 

GPA: 8.50–10 12652 24.4 4250 16.0 8402 33.1 

Own conviction 894 1.7 765 2.9 129 0.5 

Own psychiatric diagnosis 3888 7.5 1826 6.9 2062 8.1 

Own teenage pregnancy 822 1.6 0 0.0 822 3.2 

Nuclear family 32845 63.3 17252 65.2 15593 61.4 

Parental education 12879 24.8 6532 24.7 6347 25.0 

Parental psychiatric diagnosis 7913 15.3 3999 15.1 3914 15.4 

Social assistance 11158 21.5 5632 21.3 5526 21.8 

Teenage mother 1599 3.1 814 3.1 785 3.1 



 

 

 

 Latent classes of labour market participation 

We will start by describing the latent classes before discussing the relationship of the latent classes 

and the predictors in the following section.   

 
Figure 3: Latent classes from the mixture Markov model described using monthly distributions for 
work participation states (maximum membership assignment). 

 
Figure 3 describes the latent classes after assigning individuals to the latent classes for which they 
have their highest membership probabilities. At the start, almost all individuals are in the work state 

(apart from a few exceptions that have a work contract but are in fact on parental leave or health-

related leave of absence). Monthly transition probabilities are visualized in Figure A-4 in Appendix 
A. Next, we briefly describe the identified latent classes of work participation. 
 
Class A: Continuous work (most probable class for 19% of the individuals). Individuals hardly leave 

paid work (employment or entrepreneurship) during the follow-up – the transition probability for 

exiting work is 1% – but in the rare occasions that they do, they swiftly return back to work. 

Class B: Work and early gap (17%). In this class the individuals mainly work but often have an 

early gap for which we have no data. Likely for many this gap consists of military or non-military 

service which is mandatory by law for all men in Finland (and a voluntary option for women, quite 

rarely used). Another likely option is to be supported by parents. Other exits from work (mainly 



related to health and unemployment) are also a bit more probable than in the continuous work class 

but tend to be short in duration. 

Class C: Work and short parental leaves (4%). In this male-specific class, the men mainly work but 

they also have short exits, typically for parental leave. Early spells of unknown status are fairly 

common. 

Class D: Parental leave and health-related exits (12%). This female-specific class is mainly 

characterised by exits from work to longer parental leave and short exits due to health-related non-

attendance. 

Class E: Unemployment (9%). In this class, individuals exit work for unemployment (some are also 

only receiving social assistance without other main benefits and work-related income). Many 

transitions between unemployment and employment, and also other short exits – mainly to parental 

leave or health-related or unknown status – are fairly common. 

Class F: Studies and work (6%). Individuals in this class typically have flexible transitions between 

work and studies and both in parallel. Entering other states is rare.  

Class G: Studies and parallel work (13%). In this class, the individuals mainly study and work in 

parallel. They tend to have a later entry into studies and and/or their studies are short in duration. 

Entering other states than (full-time) work is rare. 

Class H: Gap, studies and summer jobs (7%). This class is characterised by recurrent transitions 

between studies and work, likely indicating full-time studies and summer jobs. In addition, they have 

spells of unknown status, often soon after first entering the labour market but also later during the 

follow-up. Many of these gaps likely indicate participation in military or non-military service or being 

supported by parents. Individuals rarely enter other states, but if they do, they tend to exit swiftly. 

Class I: Gap, studies and parallel work (8%). In this class the students mainly work and study in 

parallel. Again we observe some unknown (military-service type) gaps of unknown status, mainly 

soon after entering the labour market. Entering other states is rare and short in duration. 

Class J: Fragmented studies and health-related exits (5%). In this class the students typically lack 

the usual pattern of alternating between or combining studies and work. Instead, they tend to have 

spells of parental leave, unemployment or health-related exits between study spells. This is also the 

most likely class for individuals with long health-related non-attendance spells, sometimes even 

without studies. 

 Predictors to early work participation patterns 

Next, we turn to predictors of early work participation patterns. First, we go through how each 

individual predictor predicted memberships in the latent classes, after which we focus on the 

accumulation of advantage and disadvantage in section 3.4, showing individual predicted probabilities 

for some interesting exemplary cases. 

Figure 4 shows estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the timing of labour market entry and 

cohort members’ own and parental social and health-related predictors. The estimates are interpreted 

similarly to the log-odds from multinomial logistic regression; the Continuous work class was used as 



the reference. Exact estimates for variable coefficients are given in supplementary material along with 

the rest of the estimated model parameters. 

 

 

Figure 4: Estimates for log odds and their 95% confidence intervals from predictors of latent class 
memberships from the mixture Markov model. The reference class is Continuous work. 

Age at labour market entry 

The later the entry into the labour market, the more likely the Continuous work class (class A) was 

and the less likely the study classes (F–I) and the Work and early gap class (class B) were. A later 

entry (at age 23–26) also predicted somewhat lower odds for Work and short parental leaves (class 

C), Parental leave and health-related exits (class 7), and Fragmented studies and health-related exits 

(class J). The only positive estimate was found in the Unemployment class (class E), indicating an 

increase of 30% in the odds for those with a later entry rather than an early entry (all else equal).  



We did not observe nonlinear patterns between age at labour market entry and early work 

participation pattern in early adulthood. 

Own social and health-related predictors 

Sex. The Parental leave and health-related exits (class D) was basically an all-female class 

(probabilities close to 0 for all men) and the Work and short parental leaves class (class C) an all-

male class (probabilities close to 0 for all women). Women were also much more likely to be 

members of the Studies and work (3.5-fold odds) and Studies and parallel work (2-fold odds). Male 

sex predicted higher odds for all other classes, most notably in Work and early gap (4-fold odds) and 

Gap, studies, and summer jobs (3-fold odds). 

GPA. Higher GPAs predicted higher odds for membership for all classes characterised by studies and 

work (classes F–I), whereas lower GPAs predicted higher probabilities for all other classes. The 

exception was the Work and short parental leave class where the differences were statistically 

insignificant (and close to 0) for all GPAs between 7 and 10. 

Conviction. Having been convicted predicted higher odds for membership in the Unemployment class 

(2-fold) and in the Work and short parental leaves class (50% increase). Not having been convicted 

predicted higher odds of membership in the Work and early gap (by 35%) and three classes of 

combining studies and work (G–I; by 58–360%). 

Teenage pregnancy. Teenage pregnancy predicted an increase in the odds for membership by 57% in 

the Parental leave and health-related exits and by 51% in the Unemployment class, and reduced the 

odds for membership in three study classes (F, H, and I) as well as the all-male parental leave class 

(C). 

Psychiatric diagnosis. Own psychiatric diagnosis (before age 18) predicted higher odds for 

membership in the same classes that also had higher odds for individuals with a low GPA, most 

notably for Fragmented studies and health-related exits (3.5-fold odds), Unemployment (2.5-fold 

odds), and Parental leave and health-related exits (73% increase in odds). 

Parental social and health-related predictors 

Parental education. Parental education was a significant predictor of early work participation 

patterns, all else equal, and most importantly even after controlling for own educational attainment. 

More specifically, parents’ high education predicted higher odds of membership in all study classes 

(by 70–248% for classes F–I and 15% for class J). Parent’s average or low education, on the other 

hand, predicted an increase in the odds of membership in the Unemployment class by 62%, in the 

Parental leave and health-related exits by 35%, and in the Work and parental leaves by 21%. 

Nuclear family. Having grown up in a nuclear family predicted higher odds of membership in classes 

Studies and work; Gap, studies, and work; and Gap studies, and parallel work by 36–51% and in 

classes Work and early gap and Work and short parental leaves by 16–22%. 

Having grown up in a non-nuclear family, on the other hand, predicted higher odds for classes Studies 

and parallel work, Fragmented studies and health-related exits, and Unemployment by 14–17%. 

Social assistance. Receiving social assistance in childhood predicts higher odds for membership in 

the Unemployment class by 88% and in classes Work and short parental leaves, Fragmented studies 



and health-related exits, and Parental leave and health-related exits by 36–57%. Not having received 

social assistance, on the other hand, predicted higher odds for membership in all classes of combining 

studies and work (F–I). 

Teenage mother. Being born to a teenage mother predicted higher odds for membership in the 

Parental leave and health-related exits class by 75%, in the Work and short parental leaves by 68%, 

in the Unemployment class by 38%, and in the Fragmented studies and health-related exits by 32%. 

Being born to a mother who was at least 20 years of age, on the other hand, predicts higher odds for 

membership in the Gap, studies and parallel work class by 77%, in the Gap, studies, and summer jobs 

class by 68%, and in the Work and early gap class by 32%. 

Psychiatric diagnosis. When accounting for all other predictors, having had a parent with a 

psychiatric diagnosis did not predict higher odds for membership in any of the latent classes (all 

positive coefficients were small and not statistically significant). However, not having a parent with a 

psychiatric diagnosis predicted slightly higher odds for membership in the Work and early gap class 

(by 20%) and in the Work and short parental leaves class (by 15%). 

 Accumulation of (dis)advantage 

In this section we look more closely into the accumulation of childhood advantage and disadvantage, 

by illustrating with a number of examples how different kinds of backgrounds (combinations of 

predictors) and ages at labour market entry predict different work participation patterns. We present 

four typical cases defined by selected risk (or protective) factors. The cases and their respective risk 

factors are: 

‒ Reference case: nuclear family, intermediate GPA, low/average parental education, no risk 

factors; 

‒ Accumulated advantage: nuclear family, high GPA, high parental education, no risk factors; 

‒ “Typical” accumulated disadvantage: non-nuclear family, low GPA, social assistance, 

parental psychiatric diagnosis; 

‒ Female-typical accumulated disadvantage: non-nuclear family, low GPA, social assistance, 

teenage pregnancy; 

‒ Male-typical accumulated disadvantage: non-nuclear family, low GPA, social assistance, 

conviction. 

Table C-1 in Appendix C shows the exact definitions for each example case.  

All but the sex-typical cases are shown separately for women and men. The typical accumulated 

disadvantage case was chosen according to the data: it was the most frequent combination of 

predictors among those with at least four risk factors. The sex-typical cases were chosen accordingly, 

but only among profiles that had differing frequencies between the two sexes. 



 
Figure 5: Probabilities for each work participation pattern (latent class) for some exemplary cases, 

based on the estimated mixture Markov model. The colours represent the predicted probabilities on a 
continuous scale from 0 (dark blue) to the highest predicted probability of 62% (yellow). 

Figure 5 shows the predicted probabilities for each latent class for the example cases. For all cases, 

the stable employment pattern is the more likely the later the individual has entered into the labour 

market. There are considerable differences in the levels though: individuals entering the labour market 

after age 23 with a “reference” background or an advantaged background have much higher 

probabilities compared to the rest of the example cases, and the probabilities are the lowest for 

individuals with a sex-typical disadvantaged background. Among the late entrees, the continuous 

work class is the most likely for women and men with an advantaged background while for women in 

the other groups the Long parental leave and health-related exits class is the most likely (43–53%) 

and for the disadvantaged men the most likely class is the Unemployment class (58–62%). For late 

male entrees with a reference background, there is more variation: the probabilities are about equally 

likely (14–18%) for classes Work and early gap, Work and short parental leaves, and 

Unemployment.  



For the younger entrees with a reference background and especially with an advantaged background, 

entering studies is a more likely pattern than continuous employment. For the youngest entrees with a 

reference background, women’s probabilities are divided between Work and early gap, Parental leave 

and health-related exits, and the four study classes of combining studies and work (of which the 

Studies and parallel work is the most likely with a 24% probability). For the youngest male entrees 

with a reference background, the Work and early gap class is the most likely (40%). 

For the individuals with a disadvantaged background, the unemployment class is considerably likely, 

and it is the more likely the later the entry into the labour market. Women have high probabilities for 

the Parental-leave and health-related exits class. Among the men and women from disadvantaged 

backgrounds that do enter studies, the Fragmented studies and health-related exits class is the most 

likely for almost all groups, with the exception of the youngest female entrees, among whom the 

Studies and parallel work class is slightly more likely. 

Figure C-1 in Appendix C shows predicted probabilities for cases that are similar to the reference case 

but where we change the value of one predictor at a time. Compared to the reference case, non-intact 

family or parental psychiatric diagnosis did not seem to be predicting much higher risks for 

unfavourable exits when appearing alone. Parental high education (when own school success was 

average) tended to predict very similar probabilities as high school success (when parental education 

was low or average). Social assistance in childhood predicted somewhat higher risks for less stable 

careers and fragmented studies. Teenage pregnancy (combined with low GPA, as there were no cases 

in the data matching the reference case) and having a teenage mother both predicted long parental 

leaves and short health-related exits for women; the former was a particularly strong predictor for the 

earlier entrees. Conviction (combined with low GPA, as it always did in these data) predicted the 

highest risks for fragmented employment and long-term unemployment. 

4.  Discussion 

 Main findings 

This study sought to identify distinct clusters of work participation among young employees, 

transitions between employment statuses, and their association with age at entry into the labour 

market as well as their life course social and health-related determinants. Using data from an entire 

birth cohort, we could follow individuals from their birth until young adulthood, entry into paid 

employment and different work participation patterns and transitions between employment statuses 

after the entry.  

Labour market entry and exit patterns were measured using register data. We could consider all 

relevant different routes of exit in young adulthood, i.e., in addition to unwanted, involuntary health-

related exit and unemployment, we could also consider more voluntary other types of exit such as 

studying and parental leave.  

First of all, we observed that entry into the labour market as measured by six months in continuous 

employment was not a permanent entry for many, not only due to unemployment and health-related 

exits but also due to studies and parental leave. With our definition we were able to omit summer jobs 

and other short-term employment, but not complete gap years while waiting for entrance into higher 

education. Such gap years are fairly common in the Finnish context: university entrance is very 

competitive and typically requires passing entrance exams. In 2011 when the cohort members turned 



24, the median age at entrance was 20 for universities and 21 for polytechnics38, meaning that many 

young adults have to apply to studies multiple times (during multiple years) before being admitted - 

many of them work while waiting for another attempt the following year. Another typical reason for 

exiting unemployment in early adulthood is military and non-military service (compulsory for men, 

voluntary for women), of which we had indirect evidence via lack of other register data at the typical 

time of service.  

Using sequence analysis and the mixture Markov model we were able to identify different patterns in 

early labour market participation, to study dynamics within different types of patterns, and study the 

association of typical patterns and early life course determinants. A 10-class solution was selected to 

best and most meaningfully describe the different work participation patterns. 

Regarding the timing of labour market entry, we were interested in whether it was predictive of future 

labour market attachment and whether the relationship was linear or nonlinear. During the first five 

years we observed a fairly linear relationship between the age at entry and early work participation 

pattern: individuals entering the labour market at a later age were more likely to be in continuous 

employment thereafter (all else equal). When interpreting these results, we have to keep in mind that 

due to the nature of our data we were only able to study individuals entering the labour market by 

January 2015 when most of the cohort members were aged 27 (87% of cohort), and only up to age 24 

for a full five-year follow-up (74% of cohort). Given that the median age for getting a lower tertiary 

degree was as high as 26 in Finland in 201138, some of the cohort members had not yet entered the 

labour market at least partly due to ongoing studies (19% of the cohort members who were excluded 

due to not entering the labour market, 843 cases, were students in 2015). On the other hand, with this 

analytical set up we are also missing the individuals who had yet to experience their labour market 

entry at age 27 for other reasons such as long-term ill health. It is possible that the linear association 

would not hold for individuals entering the labour market at later ages, but this remains to be 

confirmed with further studies. 

Regarding both own and parental social- and health-related childhood factors, latent classes show 

clear patterns of accumulated advantage and disadvantage as hypothesised. As expected, we observed 

more advantaged background to be related to exits due to studies (or a combination of studies and 

work) or – when following a late entry – stable employment, while disadvantaged background factors 

were more often related to unstable work and long-term exits from the labour market. 

While the continuous work pattern was about equally likely among men and women, we observed 

clear gendered pathways in the other groups. Women often had exits from work for long periods of 

parental leave – especially women with more disadvantaged backgrounds. Men, on the other hand, 

often had short gaps shortly after labour market entry (likely due to military or non-military service) 

and seemed to have higher risks for frequent or long-term unemployment and social assistance. We 

also observed a male-typical parental leave pattern consisting of short-term exits from work. When 

combining studies and work, women more often had flexible transitions between work and studies 

and a combination of both, while the pattern of full-time studying and full-time summer jobs was 

more common among men. 

Higher GPAs were related to exiting work for studies, while lower GPAs increased the risk of exits 

from work for other reasons. Parent’s higher education further increased the probability of entering 

studies while low background was related to higher risk of long-term exits from work for other 

reasons, even after accounting for own educational attainment in adolescence. In fact, we observed 

that children with average school success but highly educated parent(s) had similar predicted 



probabilities for labour market participation patterns as highly-achieving children from less educated 

homes. This is well in line with the risk aversion theory of social mobility research that has shown 

that children from higher social origins are more likely than children from lower social origins to be 

compensated for the risks related with lower educational accomplishments and failure39,40. 

Having been convicted was a strong risk factor for men for long-term or frequent exits from 

employment. Most notably, exits due to unemployment and living on social assistance were very 

likely, especially after a late entry into the labour market and in a case of accumulation risk factors. 

This is in line with previous findings from the same data24. 

Teenage pregnancy and having a teenage mother both predicted long parental leaves and short health-

related exits and frequent and long-term unemployment. The former was a particularly strong 

predictor for the earlier entrees. This is also in line with previous studies6,41. 

Own psychiatric diagnosis increased the risk of long-term exits from work, including studies without 

work spells in between. Parent’s psychiatric diagnosis did not (independently) predict higher risks for 

non-participation patterns compared to continuous employment, all else equal. This finding is 

somewhat contrary to an earlier study from the same cohort that did find an independent effect of 

parent’s mental disorders on offspring’s psychiatric work disability and social disadvantage in 

adolescence that was not completely mediated by offspring’s mental disorders. It is possible that this 

difference in findings stems from the different formulations of the outcomes – as we focus on the big 

picture (general and multifaceted labour market participation pattern) we may miss some of the finer 

details. 

Regarding other family background factors, having grown up in a nuclear family was a fairly weak 

predictor alone. It did, however, somewhat increase the probability of exits due to studies or exits for 

other reasons that are short in duration, while non-nuclear family increased the probabilities for 

unemployment and fragmented studies but also for later or shorter studies in parallel with work. The 

association of family structure and educational attainment is well in line with inequality research: 

numerous studies have shown that parental separation is related to lower educational attainment42–46. 

Receiving social assistance in childhood predicted higher probability for exits from work for other 

reasons than studies, while not receiving social assistance increased the probability of exiting work for 

studies. In all, results are in line with previous research which suggest that receiving social assistance 

in childhood predicts higher probability for labour market exclusion47.  

 Methodological considerations 

Unique datasets available for this study enable detailed examination of work participation patterns 

during early careers among young adults, and their social and health-related determinants. The use of 

complex, large register-based merged datasets and sophisticated person-oriented analysis methods 

further provided unique opportunities to produce novel evidence with implications at various levels. 

These innovative, novel approaches are needed and have been encouraged to be applied in the field of 

epidemiology48. 

Generally, the coverage and quality of the register data used in this study are exceptionally good. The 

datasets are large with statistical power to detect smaller differences and pinpoint risk groups and 

examine also rarer determinants of work participation. The inclusion of an entire birth cohort, to study 

social and health-related factors of both parents and their offspring in determining work participation 



is a unique strength of the study. At the same time, it is important to keep in mind that the information 

on services is based on usage, not need.  

Mixture Markov models allowed us to examine longitudinal outcomes and multiple predictors 

simultaneously as well as to calculate predicted probabilities for following different types of patterns 

based on protective and risk factors experienced during childhood. While some risk factors were 

clearly independently predictive of higher risks, this was not the case with all of them but rather the 

most elevated risks for less favourable labour market participation patterns were associated with the 

accumulation of multiple risk factors. 

In a mixture model, the classifications of the outcome and the effects of the predictors are modelled 

jointly; the purpose is to find balance between an optimal partitioning of the trajectories (latent 

classes) and the mixing probabilities (including the effects of the predictors). This approach is 

different to one where the classification of the outcome is done separately from modelling the effects 

of the predictors, and is a more correct approach for analysing heterogeneous populations when we 

assume that the predictors have an effect (as we do). Due to the different methodological approach, 

however, direct comparisons with earlier more narrowly focused studies can only be tentative. 

It is also important to keep in mind that the analyses here are based on prediction, not on causal 

estimation. Selection based on attributes other than those that were directly studied was not accounted 

for.  

5.  Conclusions 

There are varied work participation patterns and transitions between employment statuses among 

young employees. More in-depth understanding of these patterns and their determinants is important 

to plan targeted interventions and to promote more stable work participation among young adults. 

Information about work participation patterns and their determinants can be used in efforts to promote 

work participation, particularly considering young people's entry into their first job, their subsequent 

transitions in the labour market alongside the opportunities for re-employment, and the determinants 

for different patterns. If people can have a sustained work participation and more stable work careers, 

this also has a notable societal impact in workplaces and beyond. 

On the one hand, early (and possibly also very late) entry into paid employment could reflect unstable 

work participating during early working life span. This is related to low socioeconomic status, low 

education, and own health problems. On the other hand, early entry is fairly common, and in addition 

to more unstable labour market participation it is also related to gap years before studies (which in 

turn predict better labour market attachment in the future), so an early entry is likely not a risk factor 

as such. It is important to target policies and actions as well as interventions, in the high risk and most 

disadvantaged groups in particular. 

Data availability 

The data that support the findings of this study are not publicly available due to data protections laws 

and regulations. Thus, strict restrictions apply to the availability of these data, which were used solely 

under the permission from the national, administrative register data holders. Data are available from 

the register data holders upon reasonable request pending their permission. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 6: The length of the total follow-up after the initial entry into the labour market and the length 
of the first at least 6-month long work spell. 

Figure 7: Mean time spent in each work participation state. The blue colour represents men and 
green represents women, while the dashed line shows the average for everyone. 

Figure 8: Latent classes from the mixture Markov model described using monthly distributions for 
work participation states (maximum membership assignment). 

Figure 9: Estimates for log odds and their 95% confidence intervals from predictors of latent class 
memberships from the mixture Markov model. The reference class is Continuous work. 

Figure 10: Probabilities for each work participation pattern (latent class) for some exemplary cases, 

based on the estimated mixture Markov model. The colours represent the predicted probabilities on a 
continuous scale from 0 (dark blue) to the highest predicted probability of 62% (yellow). 

Tables 

Table 4: Work participation statuses and their priority. In a case of multiple coincidental statuses, the 

status with the higher priority was chosen as the individual’s monthly status. Unknown status refers to 
unknown status in the registers, i.e., not being in employment, education, or a recipient of a benefit. 

Table 5: Most common work participation patterns and their frequencies and proportions in the study 
sample (omitting timing and duration of spells). 

Table 6: Descriptive statistics (frequencies and proportions) of categorical variables used in the 

study, for the full sample as well as separated by sex. Missing GPA refers to no or delayed 
application into secondary education. 

 

Supplementary information 

Figure S-1: Sequence cluster results from 2 to 15 clusters using optimal matching. 

Figure S-2: Sequence cluster results from 2 to 15 clusters using Euclidean distance. 

Figure S-3: Length of individual follow-up. 

Table S-1: Estimated coefficients for covariates from the mixture Markov model.  

Table S-2: Estimated transition probabilities from the mixture Markov model.  

Table S-3: Estimated initial probabilities from the mixture Markov model.  

 

 



Appendix 

Appendix A: Model estimation 

Sequence analysis 

As sequence dissimilarity measures we considered measures that are known to be sensitive to the 

duration of spells spent in one state, namely optimal matching (OM) and Euclidean distance49. We 

then used Ward’s agglomerative clustering algorithm for grouping sequences into relatively 

homogeneous clusters. For the choice of the dissimilarity measure, we used a sample of 15,000 

sequences to reduce computation times, and then chose the measure with more meaningful clusters. 

Finally, we used the OM measure for clustering the full sample of 60-month sequences and chose the 

number of clusters by subjective assessment of meaningfulness as well as using a range of cluster 

quality indices suggested by Studer (2013)28. 

 

Figure A-1: Cluster quality indicators by the number of clusters. 

 
We chose the 10-cluster solution as producing the most meaningful classification. Up to ten clusters 

the substantive meaning of each cluster was useful and each cluster was clearly distinctive, while after 

ten clusters the substantive differences were small. As shown by Figure A-1, the cluster quality 

indices did not give a clear indication of one solution being preferable to another (except at five 

clusters, shown as a peak – this solution, however, was not distinctive enough given the complexity of 

the data). As the SA part was only a preliminary step, we do not present the full results here, but only 

give short descriptions and proportions in Table A-1. For an illustration of the number of clusters 

ranging from two to 15 for OM and Euclidean dissimilarities, see the supplementary material. 

Table A-1: Description of sequence clusters. 

Description Male Female Total 



Continuous employment 
6554 
(29.61%) 

5155 
(24.98%) 

11709 
(27.38%) 

Studying (+ summer jobs) 
3069 

(13.87%) 

2139 

(10.36%) 
5208 (12.18%) 

Employed and studying 
3184 

(14.39%) 

5332 

(25.83%) 
8516 (19.91%) 

Unknown break from work (military 
service) 

6189 
(27.97%) 

1462 (7.08%) 7651 (17.89%) 

Social assistance 1555 (7.03%) 470 (2.28%) 2025 (4.73%) 

Short study break from work 881 (3.98%) 1757 (8.51%) 2638 (6.17%) 

Fast transition to parental leave 43 (0.19%) 
2367 
(11.47%) 

2410 (5.63%) 

Slow transition to parental leave 38 (0.17%) 1568 (7.60%) 1606 (3.75%) 

Mainly unknown or living in parental 
home 

439 (1.98%) 174 (0.84%) 613 (1.43%) 

Health-related exit from employment 179 (0.81%) 215 (1.04%) 394 (0.92%) 

Total 22131 (100%) 20649 (100%) 42770 (100%) 

 
 

Mixture Markov model 

The maximum likelihood estimates of the probabilities are typically calculated with the expectation–

maximization (EM) algorithm50,51. The EM algorithm is iterative, which means that we make a guess 

on the values of the parameters (or often use random starting values) and the algorithm then changes 

these values until it has found a solution that (locally) maximizes the value of the likelihood function. 

To reduce the risk of being trapped in a poor local maximum (and ending up with a suboptimal 

model), estimation should be started multiple times from different starting values. See Figure A-2 for 

a simple illustration of the problem. The full estimation process can be extremely slow, so using 

meaningful starting values are often needed for finding an optimal solution in a reasonable time.  

 



 

Figure A-2: Illustration of the logic of the EM algorithm and the problem of local maxima with a 

simple model with only one unknown probability. Using the starting value a leads to a suboptimal 

local maximum, while starting from value b the algorithm finds the global optimum (the model with 
the highest likelihood). 

To facilitate the analysis, we used an approach described in Helske, Helske, & Eerola (2016)22 who 

use SA as a preliminary step before estimation of a mixture hidden Markov model. The outline of our 

analytical strategy is thus as follows:  

1. Apply sequence analysis and cluster analysis to determine the number of latent classes. At 

this step, we only account for individuals whose work participation was recorded for full 60 

months, as accounting for missing information in SA can be problematic. We then use the 

optimal matching algorithm for calculating sequence dissimilarities and Ward’s clustering 

algorithm for identifying groups with similar labour market participation trajectories.   

2. Estimate Markov models independently for each cluster of work participation sequences from 

step 1. At this step, we use the clusters of 60-month work participation sequences and 

estimate a simple Markov model independently for each cluster. 

3. Estimate a MMM with covariates using all sequences with 12–60 month follow-up and the 

number of clusters decided at step 1 as the number of latent classes and the estimated initial 

and transition probabilities from step 2 as meaningful starting values for the submodels of the 

MMM. Test between slightly modified starting values and use the value of the likelihood 

function for choosing the final model. 

Fixing the number of submodels based on the results of step 1 saves us from having to estimate 

several MMMs with different numbers of latent classes, and the probabilities estimated at step 2 allow 

us to greatly reduce the estimation time by using starting values that are plausible and hopefully 

relative close to the model with the highest likelihood. 

In order to avoid being trapped in a local maximum, we estimated the model 14 times and as per 

convention chose the model with the highest likelihood as the final model (Figure A-3). 



 

Figure A-3: Log-likelihoods of 14 estimations of the MMM using the EM algorithm, starting from 
different starting values. The best model with the highest likelihood (shown in blue) was found only 
once, but the other two with nearly similar log-likelihood values produced nearly identical models. 

 
Table A-2: Mean probability of latent classes (columns) by the most probable latent class (rows) from 
the mixture Markov model for work participation sequences. 

Latent  

class A B C D E F G H I J 

A 74.90 10.97 2.44 8.27 1.44 0.08 1.00 0.36 0.12 0.44 

B 7.93 81.08 3.49 1.36 3.16 0.10 0.47 0.80 1.08 0.54 

C 0.85 7.83 87.38 0.06 1.32 0.08 1.00 0.31 0.42 0.76 

D 4.97 3.30 0.00 84.13 2.99 0.70 2.20 0.11 0.08 1.52 

E 2.17 4.53 1.68 2.76 85.51 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.00 3.25 

F 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.95 0.00 79.05 3.89 6.26 7.68 2.00 

G 0.26 0.76 0.51 2.23 0.00 2.85 81.63 0.47 9.65 1.62 

H 0.67 1.06 0.20 0.17 0.09 5.38 1.05 83.19 5.11 3.09 

I 0.04 1.44 0.14 0.11 0.00 5.49 8.69 3.51 79.89 0.70 

J 0.64 0.99 0.77 2.07 3.73 1.92 2.48 3.57 0.73 83.09 

 
Table A-2 presents the mean probabilities of each latent class by the most probable latent class. The 

diagonal (bold) shows the mean probability of the respective class; e.g., the average membership 

probability for class A (Continuous work) was 75% for individuals with the highest class probability 

for class A and in general these ranged from 75% for class 1 to 87% for class C (Work and short 

parental leaves). High probabilities on the diagonal and low probabilities elsewhere indicate highly 

distinctive classes with little membership uncertainty. As can be seen, we had some non-negligible 

uncertainty for some clusters, but nothing too alarming. The highest off-diagonal probability was 

found for class A with an 11% probability for being assigned to class B (Work and early gap) instead, 



so even in the worst case the probability on the diagonal was almost 7-fold to the highest off-diagonal 

probability. 

 

Figure A-4: Descriptions of latent classes from the mixture Markov model. The nodes (circles) 

describe the work participation states and the arrows indicate the monthly transition probabilities 
between them - the thicker the arrow, the higher the probability. Numbers below the nodes are 

estimated starting probabilities for each work participation status. Transition probabilities below 
0.01 and probabilities of staying in each state are omitted from the figure for clarity. 



 
Figure A-4 shows the transition probabilities between labour market states in each latent class A–J. 

All estimated parameters of the mixture Markov model given as supplementary material. 



Appendix B: Descriptive statistics 

 

Figure B-1: Proportion of work spells of different lengths in the study sample (all work spells). 

 

 

Figure B-2: Number of transitions between different work participation statuses in the study sample. 

 



Appendix C: Variable definitions for exemplary cases for 

predicted probabilities 

Table C-1: Example cases and their covariate values. 

 
Sex GPA Intact 

family 

Par. 

educ. 
high 

Soc. 

assist. 

Parent 

psych. 
diag. 

Own 

psych. 
diag. 

Teen-

aged 
mother 

Teen-

age 
preg. 

Con-

viction 

Reference F 7.5-8 Yes No No No No No No No 

Reference M 7.5-8 Yes No No No No No No No 

Advantaged F 8.5-10 Yes Yes No No No No No No 

Advantaged M 8.5-10 Yes Yes No No No No No No 

Typical 

disadv. 

F 4-6.99 No No Yes Yes No No No No 

Typical 

disadv. 

M 4-6.99 No No Yes Yes No No No No 

Female-type 

disadv.  

F 4-6.99 No No Yes Yes No No Yes No 

Male-type 

disadv. 

M 4-6.99 No No Yes Yes No No No Yes 

 

Figure C-1: Predicted probabilities for the (almost) reference case, changing one variable at a time 

(changed variable value shown on grey background; e.g., high GPA shows predicted probabilities for 
someone with GPA of 8.5 or higher and other predictors as for the reference case in table D-1). 

 



 


